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Easy Account Abstract 
Abstract 
The most important concern confounding the education in the world l day is the 
development of computer-assisted teaching materials, especially interactive multirn di 
programs that run on personal computers. he first signs of computcr-d livered 
electronic system allowed the user to control, combine and manipulate many di f r nt 
types of media, such as text, sound, video, computer graphics and animation. 
This project is concerned with the development of an interactive multimedia educational 
package based on the Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia (SPM) Accounting. This project is 
implemented as a courseware with the CD-ROM as the storage medium. 
Besides course materials, this educational package also includes accounting system 
modules that can let students key in the accounting data and directly check their balance 
sheet correctly or not. For the purp se maintenance in the future, system administration 
also provide for teacher. 
This project is developed by the aid f some auth ring t ls such as Macr media 
Director 7.0 and Visual Basic 6.0, as well as some utility tools, r example Ad e 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Nowadays, school especially secondary school makes the account ubjcct an important 
subject for social sciences student. However, some student might boring with th 
teaching format in school which all the subject are teaching in similar style. c ide that, 
some student might be cannot catch up the lesson. When in a discussi n group, m f 
them may not willing or scared to speak up their problem in front of friends and teacher. 
Many of them facing a lot of problem to prepare their SPM especially in accounting. 
EasyAccount is a special software that been produce just for form five accounting 
student to prepare them for SPM. It has several benefits: 
I. Easy Account is an easy learning tool. 
Student can learn all the accounting term, theory and calculati n step by st p in the 
package. Student can click at the learning lesson they want at the main user 
interface. Besides that, they canals m re understanding c rt in ace unting. term 
by print up the notes. Furthermore, student even can check their understanding 
through the exercises and quiz lesson. 
II. EasyAccount is a multimedia interactive and u eful learning tool for the 
student. 
EasyAccount is one type multimedia producti n, which c m ine di er nt media 
types such as text, video, animation, audio and graphics. Al ne, e ch the e types 
is effective but when combined, they can dramatically irnpr ve e e tivcnes he 
presentation. So, with these creative, inn vativ and interactive eature , it ·11 
help student interested with the step- y- tep learning and have inn vativc want l 
team accounting. Besides that, as A c unt al· ha v ic muk ' 
student easy understand the c ntent stern 
has a k, nc: t, r tud nt, ti n h 'I h ·r 
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ID. Easy Account is easy to bring. 
EasyAccount is easy for student to bring from one place to another. The ac ounting 
references are not a burden for them any more. 
IV. The time needed to learn accounting is shorter. 
Student can read and understand the entire lesson in EasyAccount in a short time. 
That mean, students can made their revision quickly and have time to do re ision on 
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1.2 Objective 
This project is intended to help SPM students wbo arc taking Accounting a their c r 
subject by providing a better way to present the information r cts regarding thi 
subject. Multimedia technology should be implemented here f course t pr nt the 
information and relevant facts in a more interactive way, rather than just r ading f rm 
bundle of text and static calculation as appeared on the textbook. 
The learning package help student to: 
I. Provide easy learning tools 
This system provide an easy and interactive accounting software that suite the needs 
of form five student. It supplies the basic knowledge of accounting that can be 
learning in a short time. 
II. Provide multimedia interactive and u eful lcarnin tool for the student. 
This system provides an interactive and easy understand accounting package for 
students. Student will have innovative want t learn accounting if c mpare with 
reading the textbook or reference b s. o that, this system can bring ut the 
objective of the learning tool clearly and enhance the effectiveness and efficiency 
the learning package. 
III. Reduce redundancy proces by create an automatic postin . 
This system reduce r dundancy pr ces reate an aut matic sting · data int 
various accounts. That mean , tudent can ave time and energy in re- eying data. 
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IV. To improvise the features of the accounting software available in the market 
currently. 
Nowadays, there are only a few account packages in the market that uit th 
student, especially form five student. This will provide better study m dul t 
student. 
V. To reduce the double recording process 
With this software, various kind of transaction and process can converted from 
manual system to computerize system. Normally, user will record all transaction 
into accounting book and accounting system. This means recording process is 
carried out twice. EasyAccount allow user to do away from double recording 
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1.3 Project Scope 
The scope of the project covers the development of an interactive multimcdia-lcarninu 
package for SPM Accounting. The project will be developed n wind w 
system. 
Below are list of all the function in the package: 
a) Develop an accounting package for form five students. 
b) Create an interactive user guide for accounting study. 
c) Develop a database system that used to store all records to system 
d) Organize all records pertaining to the system 
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1.4 Fact Finding 
Fact-finding refers to the method of gathering information regarding lt i 
necessary to employ fact-finding techniques in order to e tabli h underst n in f th 
state and future requirement on the system study and provide the groundw rk r th 
system design. 
The following method are used to gather information for the new system: 
• Books and references 
Books and references are used to get the information that needed to develop the 
system. This including information from accounting references, multimedia 
references, programming references, database references and computer security. 
• Internet surfing 
The Internet is the largest informati n wareh u in the w rid. As such, it is used t 
get infonuation on programming language, multimedia, databas and accounting. 
• Accounting software 
Other accounting learning software for business or c rnpany can be used a 
guideline for developing the accounting learning package f r tudent. , r example, 
UBS is used in this case. 
• Document Room 
FSKTM's document r m ha a I t f cni r' hesi that can e u ed a guideline 
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1.5 Project Outcomes 
As suggested, the result of the project will be an accounting learning package. Howcv r, 
this package is a combination effort from three students (me, hai Sze and h i 1un). 
So that, the functions or modules expected are Listed as below: 
• Multimedia learning tools 
This section giving an interactive learning format to student, which is more creative 
and interesting. The accounting principle include in this section are 14 chapter from 
SPM accounting syllabus. It supplies the basic knowledge of accounting that can be 
learning in a short time. 
• Automatic Accounting System 
The main purpose of this system is to provide a user-friendly interface to generate an 
accounting statement. In this system, student will all wt acce sand ey in the· data. 
Students also allow maintaining their data into database by using some buttons uch 
as update, delete and view. 
• System Administration 
The main purpose for this section is enabled future maintenance and enhancement 
works will be simpler and consumes less time. 
• Additional features of accountin packs - Help and uiz modul 
Quiz module will be given to student as xercise t examine their un er 't riding 
through lesson. esides that, help m dule als provided a uideline t tudent 
while facing problem in the pr ces f le ming. r m thi additi nal featur , 
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1.6 Project Development Methodology 
For this project, Prototyping Model is used to develop the program. The prototypin l' 
model consists of six steps as shown in Fi gurc 1. 
Requirement Analysis 
i 
.... Quick Design J .... • Construction Of Prototype 
• Prototype Evaluation j I • Refine Requirement I • Engineer Product 
Figure 1 Prototyping Model 
The prototyping model is selected to be used in the development of the package. The 
prototyping method is used for asy Account for PM Accounting i evolutionary 
prototype. This model is selected for the development of the project because 
• The potential for changing the system early in its development. 
• The possibility of developing a ystem that more closely addrc se u er' need 
and expectations. 
• Misunderstanding of the requirement or mi in functi n can be identified and 
redefined. 
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1. 7 Project Schedule 
Project schedule was planned as guideline to manage the time and task. that need to be 
accomplished. It is design in order to achieve the objectives of the project on time. Thi 
project consists of Literature Search, Literature Review, System Analysis, System 
Design, Coding, Testing and Documentation. 
Project Schedule (Jun 2000- Jan 2001) 
Year 2000 2001 
Activities Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan 
Literature Search j 
Literature Review I 
System Analysis 
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1.8 Report Layout 
The purpose of this layout is to give an overview of the major phases involved durin )' 
development of the project. Below is the report layout: 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter gives an overview of the major phases of the project that includes the 
objective, project scope, project development methodology and project schedule. In 
addition, this chapter covers the project outcomes. 
Chapter 2: Literature Search 
This chapter gives brief explanation on topics researched and studi s that are relevant to 
this project. It is the combination between literature search and literature review. Among 
the discuss topics are operating system, advantages and disadvantages o multimedia, 
accounting, authoring tools, authoring languages and database. Besides that, this chapter 
also makes a study on current accountingsoftware in the mark t. 
Chapter 3: System Analysis 
This chapter emphasizes on the analysis of the project's requirements. It explains how 
the requirements for this project were acquired and the results f the analysis. 
Chapter 4: System Design 
This chapter explains the conceptual and technical design of the system. It c vers the 
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Chapter 2 
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Chapter 2 Literature Search & Review 
This chapter covers 3-sub topic. There are project background study, considerati n f 
development tools and finally comparative study of accounting learning packa in 
market. 
2.1 Project Background Study 
2.1.1 Operating System 
2.1.1.1 Windows 98 
Windows 98 is designed for the personal computer market. Windows 98 is a 
graphical user interface operating system. This means it is a way of allowing the user 
(being the person in front of the computer) to interact with the computer in a way that 
uses pictures or graphics. It will run on Intel based processors only and will not support 
motherboards with multiple processors. It will, however, supp rt l ng file names, and 
have networking capabilities built-in, including connecti n t Windows NT server r 
workstation. Windows 98 is not c mpletely 32- it. r ac ward c mpatibility re· ns, 
the developers at Microsoft used a mix of 32-bit and - it cod t provide maximum 
compatibility between old and new applications. 
Windows 98 is a kind of got ripped off with the 512-entry limitation. The number 
512 comes from the fact that FAT requires that th ro t directory fit into one disk cluster. 
With the introduction of long file names in Wind w , and the imp siti n f the 512- 
entry maximum, it turns out that if you use long file names in the r t, it will rth r limit 
the number of actual entries that th r t an t re. n the thcr h nd Wind ws ha 
many shared system resources that limit the y tern's flexi ility and thi m y re ult in 
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2.1.1.2 UNIX 
Specifically, UNIX is a trademark of Santa Cruz Operations (SC ). cncrally, is 
the name given to operating systems as an interactive time-sharing ystcm that cv Ive 
from the mainframes systems developed in the early 1970s at ell L boratoric . It 
supports running a wide range of computer software. 
The UNIX operating system comprises three parts: The kernel, the standard utility 
programs, and the system configuration files. 
a) The kernel 
The kernel is the core of the UNIX operating system. Basically, the kernel controls 
the allocation of hardware resources. The kernel knows what hardware resources are 
available (like the processor(s), the on-board memory, the disk drives, network 
interfaces, etc.), and it has the necessary programs to talk to all the devices connected 
to it. 
b) The standard utility programs 
These programs include simple utilities like cp., which copy files, and complex 
utilities, like the shell that allows user to issue commands to the operating system. 
c) The system configuration files 
The kernel, and some of the standard utilities read the system c nfigurati n files. he 
UNIX kernel and the utilities are flexible pr grams, and changing the standard 
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2.1.2 Multimedia 
2.1.2.1 What is multimedia? 
Contrary to popular belief, multimedia is not only "many media". Multimedia i a hybri 
of video, image, audio, graphics, text and animation, which i delivered t the c n um r 
electronically. Some experts restrict that multimedia means the use of di er nt type 
media information, together with facilities that allow users to navigate, communicat and 
interact with the data presented. An important point here, however, is that multimedia is 
able to add interactive features that allow users accessing the information to respond to it 
immediately. 
In this stage, it is perhaps better to explain a number of aspects of the terminology 
associated with multimedia development. A multimedia product consists of a program, 
which may be written or developed either using a package multimedia authoring system, 
or by using a multimedia authoring language, which allows more control over th re ults 
but requires a greater commitment in terms of human pr ramming re urcc . . n the 
other hand, it may also be created using a besp ke system, which uses a convention I 
imperative programming language such as C++. The multimedia under the development 
uses assets, which are the digitized video clips, images sound and text in multimedia 
development and on average, accounts for 80% f the e rt ass ciat d with a particular 
development project. 
In fact, multimedia has a number of unique attribute , especially when it i mp r d t a 
conventional software product. Con equently the rules and c nventi ns g ming it 
use vary considerably from custom and practice in the s ftware w rid. Multim din i 
capable of providing a user with ast m unt f ill' rmati n, t r in ph icall m II 
data reservoirs (CD-ROM, database, VD, etc.) that w re previ le in 
terms of what they c u!d pr cticr bly ffcr, Thi re luti n has 
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enhancements to processing power. In addition to this, many multimedia products offer 
interaction with the product that provides an added value in great proportions. 
The are basically two types of multimedia product available to users: 
1) "Fixed" multimedia consists of products which content that is purchased in 
complete form. They may be stored on CD-ROM, DVD, or may be accessible n 
the Internet or downloaded from an FTP site directory. These products are often 
highly interactive and cover a wide range of domains including education, public 
information, work-place applications, computer games and 'the arts". 
2) "Real-time" multimedia generally involves systems that are on-line (within 
LANs, MANs, W ANs etc.) and largely portray an existing current time frame of a 
particular situation. This type of multimedia allows the user to analyses situations; 
make decisions and effect change immediately. It is extensively used in operating 
theatre surgery, remote learning via teleconferencing and in diagnostic work in 
heavy engineering applications. 
Multimedia technology has gained popularity recently in social, economic and political 
terms because it is a powerful way to present information. Information can be presented 
in such a way that invokes the use of more than one of the senses simultaneously. 
Information may be very receptive and is exemplified by considering why television is 
such a powerful medium, when compared to radio and newspapers. According to a 
survey conducted by a researcher, the percentages of information-retention conveyed 
through the human senses are as shown in Table 2. 





- Smell 3% 
~ - 
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From Table 2, it is easy to understand why information disseminated through televi ·i n 
has a high retention rate, because it involves both sight and hearing simultane usly, h 
newspaper and radio involve the use of either sight or hearing at one time: their (often- 
tremendous) power lies in the unique ability of writers or speakers t cornmunic t 
through a single medium. 
2.1.2.2 Advantages of Multimedia 
The pedagogical strength of multimedia is that it uses the natural information-pr cessing 
abilities that we already posses as humans. Our eyes and ears, in conjunction with our 
brain, form a form; enable system for transforming meaningless sense data into 
information that is data imbued with meaning. The old saying that ' a picture is worth a 
thousand words" often understates the case especially with regard t moving images, as 
our eyes are highly adapted by evolution to detecting and interpreting movement. 
For instance, a recording of a politician's speech can allow us t discern significant 
semantic factors, which would not be apparent in a written tran cript, ven when n 
image or sound can be described accurately and concisely in words it can still be 
processed by the brain more quickly and easi\y th n its text equivalent because text, as a 
symbolic system, incurs "processing overheads" - the symbols have t be decoded before 
their information content is released. 
To the student, on the other hand one advantages f multimedia courscw re over the 
text-based variety is that the application looks better. If the courseware nly include 
few images at least this gives relief from creen of text nd stimulate the eyes, even i 
the images have little pedagogical value. M re Iten than n t, h wovcr, the inclu i n f 
non-textual media into courseware describing a dig at an arche l gical ite w uld e I 
much more value to the student if it in lude image f the ite, u ih n 
images showing interesting f atures Ii e Id field oun anc , ia 'ram' illu 'l urine 
where digging and canning t k pl ice, than it' tt morel u · · t •• t • en in m im iuinnti e 
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2.1.2.3 Disadvantages of Multimedia 
Multimedia places considerable demands on computer hardware in term r 
speed, memory, disk space and data throughput sound, images, animation and e peci lly 
video constitute bodies of data magnitudes greater in size than text ilcs. As r ult 
the challenge this has presented to hardware designer's multimedia bas been a late arriv I 
on the desktop, particularly in the PC arena and this means that there are many m chines 
currently in use that struggle with multimedia elements. Although at the time of writing a 
standard, mid-range desktop PC is capable of displaying multimedia documents, most 
machines only 2 to 3 years older struggle to do so and in many cases require significant 
modifications in term of extra memory and expansion cards to handle multimedia to an 
acceptable standard. Hence a major disadvantage of writing multimedia courseware is 
that it may not be accessible to a large section of its intended audience that does not have 
access to multimedia-capable machines. 
This is particularly the case in the academic sect r wher the pr vi ion f 
microcomputers for staff and students i a significant item f expenditure and one that the 
institution is not likely to want to repeat every 2 or 3 years. For this reason, courseware 
developers should think very carefully about which multimedia elements to incorporate 
into applications and only include those that have significant value. 
2.1.2.4 Authoring process 
Authoring multimedia applications involves cho sing the right media elernen and t 
synchronies them together to create a final multimedia re entati n that razze an 
dazzles. However, to be able t create a go d multimedia applic ti n, u er need t 
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Select a delivery medim:J 
for target audience - t- 
Choose a storage medium I 
for finished application _J 
t 
Import desired m:Jeia 
elements 
t 





Acquire the multimedia 
elements 
- t 
Select multimedia I 
computer systc~ 
Pre-authoring _ 
Figure 2 The Authorin Proces 
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1) The pre-authoring stage, where user would 
• Select the multimedia computer and its components 
• Acquire the multimedia elements and the necessary software for creating and cditin 
2) The authoring stage, where user would 
• Choose an authoring tool to best suit your needs 
• Use the chosen authoring tool to import the media and add special effects, navigation 
and interactivity 
3) The post-authoring stage, where user would 
• Decide on a storage medium for the finished interactive multimedia application 
• Decide on a delivery medium for audience 
2.1.3 Accounting 
2.1.3.1 What is accounting? 
Accounting is means of communication process of identifying, measuring recording and 
communicating financial information about an economic entity. 
Accounting can be looked at from two points of view: 
1) The Traditional approach 
The first accounting systems focused on recording financial inti rmati n to keep 
an 'account' of the way in which the scarce res urces the bu iness had e nus d. hi 
approach focuses on the record keeping of hist rical events and tran acti n . In m d m 
times these records nable the user t work ut the inancial p iti n the bu iness nd 
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2) The Conceptual Approach 
These days' accountants have turned their attention to providing information that 
is useful for decision-making. Information provided should assist with evaluating t 
performance and information should enable users to predict the future. cneral purp 
Accounting Reports provide information about Financial Po ition and Pr flt 
2.1.3.2 What is accounting information system? 
Accounting information system (AJS) is that portion of the information system 
concerned with the measurement, analysis, and prediction of income, wealth, and other 
economic events of the organization and its subunits and entities. Elements of AJS 
include hardware, software, database, controls, procedures and personnel. 
2.1.3.3 Is quality measurements part of an Al ? 
The AJS Supports Business Functions. The AJS supp rts thre basic functions: 
• Transaction processing 
The transaction processing function involves the recording of day-to-day events such 
as purchases, receipts, payments, sales, collections, and personnel activities. 
Transaction processing provides the basis for reporting and decision-making. 
• Reporting 
The reporting function includes both internal and e ternal reports and b th 
preformatted (canned) and ad h c rep rts. Internal rep rt incl udc pr duct c t 
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• Decision Making 
The decision making function involves making decisions about business activitic and 
controlling those activities, including choosing which product to manufa tur r 
market, or how to market the product, scheduling service or product activitie , 
planning budgets and strategic moves, etc. Reports arc need d t assist 
makers in many diverse areas of business activities. The AIS may provide r utine 
reports (e.g., monthly branch activity reports), ad-hoc reports and inquiries .g., 
special delivery of widgets), exception reports (e.g., variance reports), and predictive 
reports (e.g., budget forecasts). 
2.1.3.4 Accounting And The Computer 
Before the invention of calculators and computers, all business transactions were 
recorded by hand. Now the computer performs routine record keeping and prepares 
reports that sometimes took accounting workers months to summarize manually, The 
computer is ideally suited to accounting w rk, and ace untant were among the eartie t 
users to recognize its practical applications. Found only in large businesses at first, 
computers are now commonplace. Microcomputers given even one-person busines the 
option of using a computerized accounting system. 
Regardless of how or whether a business uses computers, the nature of accounting sy tern 
remains the same. Information may be rec rded in a manual ace unting system nd 
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2.1.4 Authoring Tools And Authoring Language 
2.1.4.1 What is Authoring Tools ? 
For the purpose of this project- learning section, an authoring to 1 i imply om thing 
that helps to develop front ends for applications, cut development time in d ing o, nd 
increases programmer efficiency due to ease of use. However, a common definition 
would be a software package which has pre-programmed elements for the development 
of interactive multimedia software titles that can create multimedia presentation, training 
courses, on screen video productions, demo disks, guided tours, interactive kiosks, 
simulations and prototypes through scripting languages and intuitive icon-based 
construction environments. 
Authoring tools provide true interactivity, not just button pressing and powerful control 
over media elements, including words, images, animations, sound and video. Authoring 
systems vary widely in orientation, capabilities and learning curve. There is n · such 
thing (at this time) as a completely point-to-click automat d authoring system; some 
knowledge of heuristic thinking and algorithm design is necessary. Whether you realize 
it or not, authoring is actually just a speeded-up onn of programming because you do not 
need to know the intricacies of a programming language, r worse, an API, but you do 
need to understand how programs work. 
There are literally hundreds of software packages available to assist the dev 1 er in 
designing web site. In fact, a great majority of them are freeware, shar ware and public 
domain. 
Web-based authoring tools seem to fall roughly into three categorie : 
a) "Developer" tools are typical! multim di t I -turned-we -pr du ti n get 
withs me tacked n administrative capabilitie . he lcarnin 
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utilize these tools. Examples of this category are Authorware, lconAuthor and 
ToolBook 11 lustructor. 
b) "Instructor" tools are developer-tools-made-simple. These no- r gramming 
required tools are ideal for the subject matter expert, but they lack som the 
power and flexibility of the more difficult to master tools. nc f the well-kn wn 
tools is ToolBook 11 Assistant. 
c) "Delivery" tools are not really authoring tools at all, but "containers". They 
really are class management tools. They organize content into classroom like 
formats: chat rooms, threaded discussions, class scheduling, registration, class 
rosters, student records, grading, and all manners of administrative details. 
Typically, the content is created and organized externally and imported. 
TopClass, WebCT, LearningSpace, Firstclass and Vitual-U are example of this 
category. 
2.1.4.2 Advantages Of Authoring Tool 
Advantages of authoring tools includes: 
• Ability to do fast prototyping 
• Ease of expanding the prototype to a full system 
• Ease of use 
• Built in multimedia capabilities 
• Less need of programming expertise 
2.1.4.3 Disadvantages Of Authoring Tools 
• Slow executi n 
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2.1.4.4 Authoring Language 
In contrast, an authoring language is a program that allows more control over the result . 
However, it requires a greater commitment in terms of human programming rcsourc . 
Anyway, it will be using to develop a system section for students to key in their data and 
get their balance sheet. 
2.1.4.5 Event-driven Programming 
Any programs that respond to the user actions and system events known as event-driven 
programming. Windows programs provide the user with the ability to interact with the 
object that made up the programs interface to a much grater extent. Programs would now 
respond to occurrences such as mouse movements and click, and would respond 
differently depending upon where the mouse pointer was located. Because this 
programming structure would no longer work in such a wide-open environment, a new 
model was needed: the event model. These programs provide almost immediate 
feedback to the users and given them control over the program's activity. 
2.1.5 Database 
2.1.5.1 What is a database? 
A database is an orderly collecti.on of information. When user store information in a 
database, user can easily add information to the collection, update the information, 
manipulate the information and display and print reports using selected information in the 
database. 
User can store on just about anything in a database - employees in a company, the names 
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Database provides numerous advantages over the file system's management by making it 
earlier to eliminate most of the file system's data in consistency, data anomalies and data 
structured dependency problems. In the market now, it has a lot of database sottwarc, 
like Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, Lotus Note, lnformix $ , oracle nd 
other. 
2.1.5.2 Wbat is a Database System and DBMS? 
A database system consists of two parts: the Database Management ystem (DBMS), 
which is the program that organizes and maintains these lists of information, and the 
database application, a program that lets us retrieve, view, and update information stored 
by DBMS. Databases are everywhere: a company's personnel system (the application) 
written ind.BASE (the DBMS) on a PC; an inventory system (application) of the parts in 
a warehouse maintained in Rdb/VMS (DBMS) on a DEC VAX; or patient records 
(application) stored in DB2 (DBMS) on an IBM mainframe. 
It is common for both the DBMS and application to reside and execute on the same 
computer; in many cases the tw are c mbined in the same pr gram. Most f the 
database systems available today are designed this way. However a lot of attention is 
Now focused on one of the latest stages m the evolution of DBMS technology - 
Client/Server (C/S) database technology. 
A Client/Server database increase databas processing power by separating the D M 
from the database application. The application runs on one or more u r w rkstati ns 
(which are usually PCs) and communicates ver a netw rk with ne r m re D M s 
running on other computers. Client/ erver atabase y terns make the c l u c 
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2.2 Consideration Of Development Tools 
2.2.1 Consideration Of Authoring Tools 
Authoring tools will be use to develop one part of the project, that is multimedia I earnin 
section. The suitable authoring tool should be choosing to develop an interactive nd 
creative learning tool for students. 
2.2.1.1 Macromedia Director 7 .0 
Macromedia Director is an essential piece of software or multimedia authoring, even if 
user has broad programming experience. Director is actually frame-based animation 
program. Someone who applied animation cell management to a computer spreadsheet 
originally designed it. Each cell of the spreadsheet contained graphic information in the 
form of a bitmap. Then, the spreadsheet becomes a "score." When the score's cell was 
automatically sequenced using the computer's built-in clock, the bitmap image would 
sequence on the screen in a window. There you have it... animation controlled by a 
spreadsheet. 
To really unlock the power of Macromedia Director, user must understand how to do 
command scripting. Macrornedia's scripting language is called Lingo. With Lingo, user 
can write scripts to control objects, branching and even outside devices - like disk 
players. But the best thing about Director is that user can create run-time versions of 
user's programs, called projectors, that user can distribute freely. Any ne can run y ur 
projector, whether or not they have the program. 
Director started out on the Macintosh platform, but it h gr wn m re r bu t thr u ih ut 
its evolution to becom a true er ss-platf rm multimedia-auth ring t l. In rdcr t . ' 
create cross-platform applications, however, user mush h b th the Wind w and 
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2.2.1.2 Macromedia Authorware 4.0 
This cross-platform authoring program uses an icon-and-diagram appr ach t la in ut 
user interface objects. In the development of interactive training materials, thi pr am 
is quite comprehensive. 
Authorware has the ability to combine a broad variety of multimedia objects, vid os and 
animations, but its real power lies in its ability to store and retrieve libraries of reusabl 
test question models - a valuable feature for anyone involved in the ongoing production 
of computer-based training. 
Once user creates an application in Authorware, user can create run-time applications on 
both Macintosh and Windows machines. The distribution rights to application created in 
this program are liberal, as is customary with Macromedia development products. 
Table 3 below show up the overall preview between Authorware and Director. 
2.2.1.3 Comparison between Macromedia Director and Macromedia Authorware 
Macromedia Director and Macromedia Authorwar is both multimedia-authoring tool. 
However, Authorware has some drawbacks if compare with Direct r as bel w: 
• Authorware (US 3000) is expensive than Director (US 850). [Gary lsen , 1997 ) 
• Authorware is not ideal for complete animations. Animations need t be r ated 
using other tools, such as Paint Pro Shop and imp rt dint Auth rwar . 
• Authorware cannot run on computers that hav little rnern ry. 
• Like most tools, file IO is not possible ver the Internet. uth rw re I cal hnr 
disk file [0 is g od, ut all the uilt-in uncti ns are disabled when the pr gram 1 ·run 
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'Authcrware 5.1 : Director ,';,i ' .. ',::·: 1,;;: " • :,' 
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Provides some synchronization 
of graphics, animations, sound 
and video. Create hyperlinks 
between any media types. 
Provides tight synchronization and 
extensive control of media elements. 
'· 
Table 3 Authorware 5.01 vs Director 7 
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2.2.1.4 Asymetrix ToolBook 
Asymetrix ToolBook is one type of script-based authoring tool. A script-based authoring 
tool is one where the actions of the multimedia elements on the screen are controlled by 
scripts and are executed line by line. 
ToolBook's metaphor is that of a book. The finished application is called a book and is 
divides into pages (or the screen). These pages can have fields (for text), buttons and 
graphics and can be shared among pages throughout the book. ToolBook allows user to 
import media elements saved in popular file formats into the presentation. It also 
provides a toolbox to create graphical elements like shapes and fields and buttons for user 
pages, as well as being able to import a wide variety of multimedia file types. 
The scripting language used in ToolBook is called OpenScript. These scripts handle the 
actions to be performed by buttons and other multimedia elements and control the 
branching structure of the application. 
2.2.1.5 Comparison between Macromedia Director V~ Asymetrix ToolBook 
Asymetrix ToolBook is a powerful tool that can control over the precise functions of the 
application. However, Asymetrix Too!Book have some drawbacks if compare with 
Macromedia Director, as below: 
• ToolBook has limited animation capabilities other than animation on a path. 
Therefore, any animation or video or sound files have to be created in third-party 
software like Autodesk 3D Studio, Adobe Premier or Creative Labs' SoundBlaster 
respectively. 
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2.2.2 Consideration Of Authoring Language 
Authoring language is choosing to develop one part of the EasyAccount, that is 
Automatic System Section. With this, user will have a user-friendly interface to key in 
their data and get the balance sheet. 
2.2.2.1 Visual Basic 6.0 
Visual Basic is a programming language that evolved from a long line of BASIC 
programming languages. Visual Basic is based on three fundamental aspects: Control 
(like list boxes), Properties (like size and color) and Methods (actions that a control can 
do). Visual Basic have characteristic below that makes it is a good choice for user: 
a) A stand-alone language designed to easily written to work under Microsoft's 
windows. 
b) It is rich, powerful languages that uses built-in objects 
c) It is a compiled language and is distributable using runtime support for 
applications. 
Besides that, Visual Basic incorporates a number of new and enhanced features that 
makes it more powerful. These features are: 
• The development environment has been enhanced to make entering code and 
designing forms easier. 
• A native code compiler anima proved forms engine that makes programs run 
faster. 
• It can create Multiple Document Interface (MDI) programs, which have one 
main "parent" form, and one or more internal "child" forms. 
• A variety of programs types-other than just the Standard EXE, each as Dynamic- 
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2.2.2.2 Multimedia And Visual Basic 
Multimedia devices can be accessed in one of two ways in Visual Basic. The fir t i 
through Windows API functions. There are many functions in the Windows APl that 
enable access and control of multimedia devices. The other way is through the 
Multimedia Control Interface (MCI). This control is really a nice interface to th 
Microsoft Multimedia function built into windows. It has many properties that greatly 
simplify using multimedia. 
2.2.2.3 Java 
Java is a full-featured computer language that incorporates the best of modem thinking 
about Object Oriented (00) programming. Java is simpler and more robust than other 
computer languages and combines features, which make it ideal for programs, which 
must deal with networks. The designers of Java emphasized securities, ease of 
programming and independence from any particular hardware. These features brought 
Java near-instant acclaim in the programming word and meteoric rise in .public 
consciousness. 
Java can be used to create tiny programs (called applets), which can live on web page and 
interact with users; thousands of web pages incorporating Java appeared within a few 
months of Java's initial release. 
Java is not limited to applets, many people feel that there wiU be major applications 
downloaded over networks and running the same code on many different combinations f 
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2.2.3 Consideration On the Database Implementation 
Analysis has done to determine the most appropriate database management system for 
storing and managing data. Selection is based on consideration for usability and 
effectiveness in the context of cross platform deploying storage space required and th 
portability of the records. 
2.2.3.1 Microsoft Access 2000 
Microsoft Access is a Windows-based relational database management system. It is one 
of the programs in the Microsoft Office. It runs under the Windows 95/98/NT operating 
systems. Since its first introduction in 1992, Microsoft Access has become a leader in the 
desktop database category among a wide variety of users. Experienced database users 
were impressed that such a powerful desktop database could be so easy to use. 
Access 2.0 continued to change the way end users understand and use databases. When 
Access was first included with the Microsoft Office suite, Office users began recognizing 
the strong need for a relational database for finding and managing data as an integral part 
of overall desktop productivity to make better business decisions. 
The popularity continued in late 1995 with the introduction of Access 95, the world's 
first 32-bit RDBMS. Access 97, which was available in January 1997, combined the best 
of a database with the best of the Web by offering the capabilities to easily share tatic 
and dynamic data via the corporate intranet. 
Today, the popularity of Access has soared to include not only experienced databas 
users, but also first-time database user . With Access 2000, newer users will appreciate 
the strong integration with Office applications and the familiar look that makes it easy t 
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exciting ways to take advantage of Access' popularity among end users by increasing the 
scalability of Access 2000 with stronger integration to enterprise level databases. 
2.2.3.2 Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 
Microsoft SQL Server is a scalable, high-performance database management system 
designed specifically for distributed client/server computing. [ts built-in data replication, 
powerful management tools, Internet integration and open system architecture provide a 
superior platform for delivering cost-effective information solutions. 
2.2.3.3 Lotus Notes I Domino 
Lotus Notes is a GroupWare technology from Lotus Development Corporation. It 
supports communication, collaboration and coordination between people working in- 
groups. The most important component of any Notes application is the Notes database, 
which is an unstructured database as opposed to relational databases. Through its 
databases, Notes offer e-mail, calendar, and scheduling capabilities. 
Lotus Notes is categorized as groupware. Groupware is a relatively new concept in 
software that seeks to facilitate group activities, such as sharing documents, storage, work 
routing and escalation, and quick development of new shared applications. Correctly 
applied, groupware will foster teamwork, improve business processes, and extend the 
reach of the individual and the organization. Unlike simple word processors, e-mail, 
database or spreadsheets, Lotus Notes combines many functions into a single piece of 
software. Through a single consistent interface, Notes makes all of the available functions 
easier to integrate and simpler to access. This is why Lotus Notes bas been referred to as 
the "Swiss army knife of computer software." Notes is very flexible with extensive 
capabilities that lend themselves to a variety of projects. With all these tools in one 
package, Lotus Notes makes it easier for you to share idea and ei change informati n. 
You decide who gets to see what-- when, where, and how. tus Note' provides a work 
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documents. Notes encourages and supports collaboration and team work by making your 
documents more accessible to the right people at the right time--making your documents 
more useful. Ultimately, placing documents in Lotus Notes can reduce paperwork. [ 131 
Lotus Notes or Notes also a software tool for communicating and sharing information. 11 
has components for e-mail, calendaring, to do lists, sharing documents, accessing the 
Internet, and BCIT developed applications, etc. Notes runs on the B IT network and the 
software and data are stored on a Notes server. You can access Notes from your office 
desktop PC or from home and other remote locations. [14] 
Each database consists of documents, which in turn may contain fields containing textual 
information, images and OLE objects. The Notes database is not a relational database 
and therefore does not have primary keys and relationship between databases. Any 
relationship that needs to be established needs to be coded. 
Notes replace the PROFS (or OV/VM) system that we have had at BCIT since the mid- 
1980. PROFS are a text-based environment that was developed before PCs became 
common place. Notes take advantage of PC computing and the Windows graphical user 
interface (GUI), which makes it far more powerful, much easier t use and expands the 
functions available. 
2.2.3.4 Visual Basic 
The native database engine for Visual Basic is the same system as Acee· uses. It i 
called the JET engine. Queries and other database functions are done using the L 
language. Visual Basic has no direct way of creating tables and queries; all must be 
done using coding (or in some instances the Database Access bject). With Acces , 
queries and tables can be easily created and modified. ince Access is a databa cs stem 
by nature, it is best suited for mainly database jobs. 
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2.2.3.4 Disadvantages Lotus Notes/ Domino 
Lotus Notes have some disadvantages that not suitable using in Easy Account, as below: 
a) Lotus Notes have it own database. The database is not a Relational Databa c 
Management System (RDBMS). If the user needs to store 100 records into the 
system, the user needs to save the records 100 times. Problem will arise when 
user needs to store few hundreds or thousands of record into the databas or 
system. This will make the process of saving data tedious and inefficient. 
b) The format of database is like form, where user needs to key in all the related 
data, although this feature is more advanced, but it is not suitable for the system 
where the data is not centralized or the database size is small. 
c) Lotus Notes and Domino required considerable more memory space compared to 
other applications. As a result, the Lotus Notes application frequently hung-up 
and had to be rebooted. The size of Lotus Notes also large, if the computer installs 
this software, it will make the computer slow down. If the user not use this 
software frequently or maximum, it will waste the space and memory. 
2.3 Comparative study of current accounting system 
As a guideline for Easy Account, l has made a comparative study on available accounting 
learning package in the market. In this context, the example is UBS. UBS Service Pack 
is a system designed by UBS to improve the quality of training and support on the range 
of UBS Software. It is specially designed for small to medium sized businesses. The 
system will consist of UBS Service Pack Centre and Service Pack Trainers, where the 
main priority is to provide quick response time and nation wide support. It operated 
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2.3.1 Basic Features and Drawback of UBS 
Standard basic features for UBS Accounting for Windows Version 8. l include: - 
• Multiple Company 
• Multiple languages - English, Bahasa Malaysia, Chinese and Thai. 
• 18 months accounting period 
• Manufacturing Account 
• Instant posting 
• Export to Excel facility 
• Bank reconciliation 
• Easy entries for omitted transactions of previous months 
• Bank and Cash Book 
However, UBS have some drawback: 
• UBS start the lesson from ledger. There is no guidance from Journal to General 
Ledger. The beginner will have difficult to understand the following learning 
section. 
• UBS doesn't have automatic posting from ledger to trial balance, finance 
statement and balance sheet. It enhances the possibility of user wrongly key in 
the data. Besides that, it wasting the time and energy of user. 
• User interface for learning section doesn't have back, next and menu button. The 
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2.3.2 Features of Easy Account 
Easy Account have many feature that not consist in UBS, as below: 
i. Direct Posting 
One of the good features in Easy Account is direct posting. Once the student key in 
the data in journal, the system will automatically link the data from journal to 
ledger, trial balance, finance statement and finally balance sheet. Student not need 
to enter data once by once start from journal to balance sheet. That means, student 
can save time and energy in re-keying data. It also eliminates the possibility of 
error in re-keying. For example wrongly key in the amount. 
ii. Security and maintenance 
EasyAccount is software that still can be use in future. It has maintenance function. 
Besides that, it also has security function. Teacher is allowed to change the content 
of exercise and quiz. With this, student will not be boring with the existing 
question. Anyway, teachers do not have this priority if they don't have password 
and ID. They need to log in first. 
iii. Help file 
With EasyAccount, it has help section in automatic accounting section. For anyone 
doesn't understand accounting term, they can refer to it. With this, students can 
know their weakness and learn from it. 
iv. Guidelines using accounting system 
Before start using the accounting system, user has two choices. For beginner, they 
can refer to guidelines - how to using the system and learn the system themselve 
step by step. Anyway, for those that already familiar with the system, they can 
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v. Bahasa Malaysia (BM) as a main languages 
To fulfill the syllabus of SPM, BM is used as main languages in EasyAccount. 
With this, student doesn't have any problem in understanding the accounting term. 
vi. Learning section is more flexible 
EasyAccount's learning section is more interactive and flexible compare with other 
accounting learning software. It have back, next and menu button at each user 
interface. If user doesn't understand one page of Lesson, they can jump back to 
previous page. For those want to exist one lesson, they can jump back to menu and 
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Chapter 3 System Analysis 
After the literature search and review, the next step is to perform a detailed analysi . 
System analysis is a stage or a process of gathering and interpreting facts, diagn sing 
problems as well as using the information to recommend improvement to the system. In 
this stage, the information gathered has provided alternative strategies to develop thi 
system. 
3.1 Methodology 
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 1 Introduction, prototyping Model has been use in 
developing whole project. This methodology is very important in order to make sure that 
the project has been well planned from the beginning stage until the end of this project. 
To guarantee the success of this project, research has been done on the related fields and 
system planning based on the approaches provided. 
3.1.2 Analysis Procedures 
The process of analysis involves the following procedures: 
• Problem Identification 
• Evaluation and synthesis 
• Modeling 
• Specification 
3.1.2.1 Problem Identification 
Before a new system can be built, we must identify the problem that needs to be solved in 
order to ensure the success of this project. For "EasyAccount", we need identify the 
suitable accounting sy\Jabus content to student. After that, how the chosen syllabus can 
present in an interactive multimedia presentation? Beside that, the problem is how to 
store, retrieve and manage a large amount of data in a database system in an effective and 
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3.1.2.2 Evaluation and synthesis 
In this state, analysis of the problems needs to be done by dividing the problems into 
smaller parts (invoking the "divide and conquer" technique) so that the problem will be 
easier to be understood and solved. 
The following problems are the system requirement that must be considered: 
• What is the suitable software for multimedia presentation? 
• How to manage the large amount of accounting term? 
• What kind of database is used to store the data? 
• Using the relational DBMS or object oriented DBMS? 
• How to stored data in the entire account? 
• How to direct posting the data into related account? 
3.1.2.3. Modeling 
We create model to gain a better understanding of the actual entity to be built. The model 
focuses on what the system must do; usually a graphical notation (such as data flow 
diagram) is used to depict information, processing, system behavior and other 
characteristics. 
3.1.2.4 Specification 
The requirement specification is a complete listing that defines what the system should 
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3.2 Requirement Analysis 
Requirement analysis covers the area of functional and non-functional requirements of 
the Easy Account. Anyway, this phase needs proposed users (SPM teachers and students) 
as well as the outline and the technology to be used in the system development arc 
defined. 
It is indeed an important feature of the system or a description of something that makes 
the system capable to proceed while fulfilling the system's intention. 
3.2.1 Functional Requirement 
The functional requirement of the package is to fulfill the SPM syllabus set and approved 
by the Majlis Peperiksaan Malaysia. Besides that, the material course needs to be 
comprehensive. 
There are three sections in the EasyAccount. There are Accounting Learning Section, 
Automatic Accounting Section and System Administration Section. As this complete 
project is a corporation effort from 3 students, we have divided the work. All the section 
and modules discuss detailed below are the part need to complete by myself. 
EasyAccount have 3 main sections as below: 
a) Accounting Learning Section 
Accounting Leaming Section is designed to present interactive multimedia pre entation 
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• Learning module 
This module contains 14 chapter accounting lesson which fulfill SPM syllabu 
set. I will need to present 8 chapter accounting lesson from entire 14 chapters to 
students. Students can learn accounting term including asset, liabilities, journal, 
and balance sheet in an interactive multimedia environment. The main title for 
each chapter will show in appendix A. 
• Notes Module 
This notes module has description of accounting term. Each chapter will have it 
own notes. I will need also to build up 8 chapter notes from entire 14 chapters 
notes. If student need more explanation on one word, they can refer to it. 
Besides that, they can print up the notes also. 
• Exercise module 
This exercise module has an interactive exercise for each chapter. Each chapter 
will have 2 set of question. I will need to build up 16 set of exercise from entire 
28 set exercise. Students can check their understanding of lesson through the 
questions in each set. Mark will be given for the correct answer. 
• Past Year module 
Besides that, it also includes a quiz part at the end of all lessons. All the question 
in this module will be a past year question for SPM accounting from 1998 to 
1999. Besides that, this module also includes forecasting question for SPM 
accounting. I will need to build up the entire question. Through this module, 
students can practice the quiz by key in the data and check the mark they have. 
Solution also provides step by step if students don't know the way to solve it. 
With this module, it will help student more understanding the style of actual 
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b) Automatic Accounting Section 
Automatic Accounting Section is a system that need user to install to computer first. By 
just key in the accounting data, user can check their balance sheet correct or not. This 
section also a good way for students to check their accounting procedures step by step 
start from journal until balance sheet. The modules for automatic accounting section will 
show in Appendix B. 
• Direct posting from trial balance to balance sbeet 
Start from trial balance, 1 will need to direct posting the figures from trial balance 
to balance sheet. Each figures will arranged in appropriate place at balance sheet. 
This step is very important because students will know their answer correct or not 
through this step. 
• Help 
If students need any help, help section is a best solution for them. I will need to 
build up one help file for students. They can search the accounting term that their 
don't understand and find it in the index. 
• Guidelines using accounting system 
This module consist description of automatic accounting section. I will need to 
build it. For beginner, they can refer to it and learn the system themselves step by 
step. Anyway, for those that already familiar with the system, they can directly 
use the system by key in the data. 
c) System Administrator Section 
System Administrator Modules is a: module especially for administrator. Anyway, th y 
need to log in to system first with user ID and password. With this module, future 
maintenance and enhancement works will be simpler and c nsumes le s time. 
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3.2.2 Non-Functional Requirement 
Nonfunctional requirements are as important as functional requirements. It is defined as 
constraints under which the system must operate and the standards, which must be met by 
the delivered system. 
The non-functional requirement of the system includes reliability, usability, 
manageability and user friendliness. 
a) Reliability 
Reliability is the extents to which a system can be expected to perform its intended 
functions with required precision and accuracy. Reliability is also responsible to 
convince the users that the system developed will make the correct respond and 
provide error-handling ability. 
b) Usability 
The package should be developed in such a way that it is easy to use. Human 
interface need to be designed as intuitive and consistent as it could be with other 
modules in the environment and within themselves. Furthermore, the package should 
be able to help students to understand well and perform as an important reference for 
examination. 
c) Manageability 
The modules within the system should be easily distributed and managed. A better 
manageability will make the future maintenance and enhancement works simpler and 
consumes less time. 
d) User Friendliness 
The system is required to have a very user-friendly interface because m st of the 
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icons will help the user to consume the system with more confidence, easy and save 
time. 
3.3 Run-time Requirement 
3.3.1 Hardware Requirement 
To have better performance of this package, the user's computer system should have the 
following basic requirements as listed below: 
• Intel Pentium 166 MHZ or higher 
• 4* CD-ROM or greater speed 
• 16 bit sound card 
• 4 Mb SVGA Video Card 
• Mouse (PS II or Serial- depends on individual system) 
• Speakers 
3.3.2 Software Requirement 
In order to host and run the full version of the educational package, the user's computer 
system must have one major operating system and two supporting software as listed 
below: 
Software Description 
Windows 98 Operating System 
Visual Basic 6 Create Windows application 
Microsoft Access 2000 Databases 
Macromedia Director 7 Multimedia Presentation 
Paint Shop Pro 5. 01 Photo and graphic editing 
PhotoShop 5. 0 Editing graphic 
Microsoft Sound Recorder Record sound 
Microsoft Word 2000 Documentation 
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Chapter 4 System Design 
In this stage, the information collected earlier was used to accomplish the design of the 
system. System design phase is an iterative process of two important stages, namely the 
conceptual design and technical design. The conceptual design indicates to the users 
what the system will perform. Once the users have satisfied and approved the conceptual 
design level, then the design phase will automatically move or translate into a more 
detailed document named technical design. The documents generated enable the 
developers to understand the hardware and software that are needed in order to solve 
user's problem. 
4.1 Consideration on the Programming Technology and Languages 
The main task in this section is to choose suitable programming technologies and 
languages that used to develop the system. After all the requirements have been 
reviewed and analyzed, the most suitable and appropriate tools for developing the system 
are identified and selected. The tools to be selected include the development software as 
well as the entire platform on which the development of the package is occurred. The 
major criteria to be considered are not only the suitability of the tools perhaps; the tools 
to be used must be able to interact with each other. The following programming 
technol.ogy and languages are chosen in order to develop the Easy Account. 
4.1.1 Operating System And Platform 
In this phase, the Microsoft product is used as the main technology producer that is 
Microsoft Windows 95/98. In this case Windows 98 was chosen dual to the following 
features: 
• It is the popular operating system which many users using this operating system 
as their daily job. 
• Most of the software runs on Windows base operating system. 
• EasyAccount is most suitable using this operating system because it i easier fi r 
student to install. Beside that, most of the students already urniliar with this 
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• Microsoft Access is a Windows based database system. It has been chosen to 
develop EasyAccount. With windows, developing or modifying code is much 
easier and faster, hence cheaper, than doing the same thing in DOS. 
4.1.2 Development Software 
Software in general is an application that helps users to do a particular task. In 
EasyAccount development, software is the application used to develop the system, such 
as authoring tools and programming tools. Once the suitable software has been selected, 
it will make the process of development is simpler and reduce the time needed to build a 
specific project. This software is capable in creating multimedia presentations, training 
courses, on screen video productions, guided tours, interactive kiosks, simulations as well 
as prototyping through scripting language and intuitive icon-based construction 
environments 
4.1.2.1 Macromedia Director 7.0 
Macromedia Director 7.0 was chosen as mam platform or tool used in developing 
accounting learning section (multimedia learning section in EasyAccount). It is because 
Director is an essential piece of software for multimedia authoring, even if user have 
broad programming experience. It is not all that easy to learn, but it's extremely 
powerful. With Director's scripting language called Lingo, user can write scripts to 
control objects, branching and even outside devices like disk players. But the best thing 
about Director is that user can create run-time versions of programs, called projectors, 
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4.1.2.2 Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 
Finally, Visual Basic is chosen to develop Automatic System ection for 
Easy Account and multimedia database due to the following reasons: 
)> Support database connectivity 
Visual Basic 6.0 can be used to access the database that is built in the Microsoft 
Access Visual basic application will act as a front-end tool for the user to add, 
delete and view the contents of the database. In addition, searching by name or 
terms of accounting is more accurate and efficient. 
)> Easy to create windows application 
Visual Basic is a programming language enables the developer to rapidly create 
a windows based application. It provides a complete set of built-in windows 
objects like buttons, text boxes, option boxes, database List, pictures and etc. 
)> Easy to learn Visual basic 
Visual Basic is based on the Basic Programming Language. This means the 
code written in Visual Basic is easy to read, easy to write and easy to 
understand. 
)> Error Handling Functions 
Error handling in Visual Basic can be implemented efficiently. It is used to 
respond to unexpected events in the program. 
)> Integrated Debugger 
Debugging a program is a crucial process to remove bugs from the program. S 
this function is provided by Visual Basic programming environment. The 
Visual Basic debugger functions are the single or procedure tepping setting 
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4.1.2.3 Microsoft Access 2000 
The selection of Microsoft Access 2000 was a decision based largely on the selection of 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 to build the application front end. 
Access 2000 also has many powerful database programming features and capabilities. 
Access 2000 helps organizations meet these demands by focusing on three key areas. 
• First, Access 2000 simplifies the skill set needed to create simple, useful databases- 
the improved interface offers more consistency with other Office applications, plus 
new features that increase productivity. 
• Second, Access 2000 adds Data Access Pages-Web pages that let users interact with 
data over the Web and maintain live links to a database. 
• Finally, Access 2000, through its support of OLE DB, can act as a front end to high- 
end database engines such as Microsoft SQL Server™, making Access 2000 
databases more scalable than ever before. They can improve data management in 
your organization. 
4.1.2.4 Supporting software 
1. Adobe Photoshop 4.0 
Adobe Photoshop is powerful graphics software used for creating and editing graphic 
files. This software is the de facto standard for digital image enhancement, photo 
retouching and image composting. 
ii. Paint Shop Pro 5.01 
Paint Shop pro 5 delivers professional quality graphics and photo editing tools with 
unrivalled ease of use, speed and affordable functionality. With Paint Shop Pro 5, user 
can retouch and edit photos and images, and import photos from scanners and digital 
camera. It has complete set of customizable paint brushes, multiple layer editing, wide 
range of selection tools, basic and advanced image adjustments image filters 
deformations and special effects, full set of c I r enhancement nd upp rt over 4 
different file fpr~~~~· , I I '" 
n'' 
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4.2 Process Design 
After choosing the suitable development tools, system design can move into conceptual 
and technical design. In this project, system design is divided into 3 levels: architecture, 
code design and executable design. Architecture design related to the association of the 
system capabilities identified in the requirement specification together with the system 
components that is used to implement the system. Meanwhile the code design is related 
to the program writing, whereas executable design specifies the flow of the executable 
product. 
EasyAccount is designed based on the structured design technique. Structured design is a 
process-oriented technique for breaking up a large program into a hierarchy of structure 
chart of modules that result in a computer program that is easier to implement and 
maintain. 
4.2.1 Structure Chart 
Structure chart is a treelike diagram. Structure chart modules are depicted by 
named rectangles. Modules are factored, from top-down, into sub-modules. 
Studying the flow of data through the program derives the structure chart. Figure 2 
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Learning J 









Figure 4 Structure chart for Accounting Learning Section 
4.2.2 Content Design 
The content design is related to designing the user interface for Easy Account. This 
process is necessary in order to ease the management as well as the development stage. 
Besides that, it makes the development much easier in terms of maintainability, 
reusability, and speed. 
Figure 5 below show the content design for EasyAccount main user interface. The 
meaning for each button has been show up by letter in the boxes. Besides main user 
interface, figure 6 show up the content design for Accounting Learning Section together 

















Figure 5 Main User Interface For EasyAccount 
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4.2.3 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is a graphically characterization of data processes and flow 
in a system. DFD depicts the broadest overview of system inputs, process and output , 
which correspond to data movement through the system. 
Most modules or sub modules of data flow in Easy Account are very similar and occur in 
a rather straightforward manner. Therefore, they are represented in one generalize DFD. 
Below are DFD for the function in Easy Account. 
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Searching 2.7.1 Matcbing 
Detail Searching Term I I - - I Related Record Answer Entire 
I'\. " Term ~ 
User -, '\ ·~ I 2.7.2 Information Request 
Generate about System - About 
Information about System 
System 
4.3 Database Design 
A design methodology is defined as a structured approach that uses procedures, 
techniques, tools and documentation aids to support and facilitate the process of design. 
Figure 9 Data flow diagram for help module 
The design of EasyAccount is based on relational database model. In a relational 
database, a table is a collection of unique instances of similar· data. Normalizati n 
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Database design can be divided into two phases: 
a) Logical database design 
b) Physical database design 
4.3.1 Logical Database Design 
The logical. database design methodology for a relationship database begins with the 
identification of entity types. When the entities have been identified, the following steps 
are to identify all the relationships that exist between the entities. An Entity-Relationship 
(E-R) diagram is used to represent entities and how they relate to one another. 
The cardinality of the relationships is determined and documents in the E-R Diagram: 
one-to-one, one-to-many. This is a way to check and maintain data quality. After that, 
attribute are identified and associated with the entity and relationship types. These are 
the facts chosen to be represented in the database. Domains of the attributes are then 
determined. Before the E-R Diagram is finally drawn to represent the conceptual data 
modules, primary keys are chosen. There can be only one primary key for each entity 
The Easy Account database is built using Microsoft Access 2000. Based on the result of 
the logical database design as well as requirements gathered from the earlier stages of 
development, construction of the database began with the design of tables. The detailed 
tables design is shown in the following sections. 
4.3.2 Physical Database Design 
Physical database design involves the design of the logical database or in other words in a 
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AccTermTable 
Field Data Type Length Description 
AccTermID VarChar 30 Accounting Term ID 
AccTermName VarChar 50 Accounting Term Name 
DescAccTerm VarChar 300 Explanation of Accounting Term 
Table 5 Accounting Term Table 
DescSystemTable 
Field Data Type Length Description 
DescSystemName VarChar 30 Description System Name 
DescSystem VarChar 100 Explanation of description system 
Table 6 Description System Table 
4.4 Interfaces Design 
User interface design describes the communications between the software and the users. 
The design is focus on the effectiveness of the screen layout to attract users by making 
them complete and easy to handle as well as the user-friendliness of the product. 
Some of the most important considerations when designing interfaces are the ones 
involving how people think and learn (cognition). Below are some guiding principles for 
cognitive processing. 
a) Limit Memory Loads 
People have short-term memory, after 20 seconds they will lose the information if 
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b) Provide Context 
Context provides specific meaning and interpretation. Some ways of providing 
context are using titles, labels on screen titles, buttons and menus. 
c) Be Consistent 
One of the ways to facilitate a good mental model quickly is through consistency. 
People rely on consistency in order to find information quickly, create an accurate 
mental-model and make decisions. 
d) Be Forgiving 
The interface has to allow user to explore without doing damage. There has to be 
built in ways for users to cancel out, go back and undo actions. 
Other aspect to be taken into consideration is visual considerations. Visual consideration 
include: 
a) Minimize the eye movement 
Screens and windows have to be designed in a way that users can start at the top and 
work their way down without having to move their eyes back and forth or up and 
down a lot. 
b) Adhere to principles a good format and layout. 
Information should be placed to follow the pattern of reading. For example, people 
who read English and Bahasa Malaysia will tend to look at the top left of each screen 
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c) Use color and highlighting judiciously 
Color and highlighting should not be abused or over used. Techniques such as 
underlining, using boxes or color can be useful and powerful to visually grab 
attention. Whenever the color or highlighting is used, there should be a reason in 
doing so. Otherwise, avoid using any techniques in that particular area. 
d) Use visual coding 
Visual coding such as graying out unavailable options to provide visual meaning to 
data on specific area on a screen. 
4.5 Consideration of HCI Factors 
Human Computer Interaction (HCI) factors has been given consideration because of its 
importance .in providing effectiveness in interactive with the users. 
Analysis has been done on the discussion of HCI factor in order to study the guidelines of 
producing good HCI software. It was believed that by adoption appropriate guideline 
into the development of the Easy Account, the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
Easy Account would greatly improved. 
This section of the report will be describing the HCI guideline that was adopted during 
the design EasyAccount. The styles of interaction, for EasyAccount will also be 
described. 
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Flexibility that allows users to adopt certain behavior of the way working habits to the 
EasyAccount has been taken into consideration by allowing changing of certain user 
interface color, and different types of commands available to the user. 
The combination of color in user interface is important in the productivity and user 
friendliness of EasyAccount. Therefore, colors that are used in this user interface of 
EasyAccount will be carefully chosen. Besides, attractive and appropriate color will be 
used in areas where attention is required. Color will be used whenever necessary for 
different identification purpose. All the title menus and commands as well as the 
different kinds of information will be represented by different combinations of 
appropriate greatly enhance the visibility and comfort of users. 
Fonts has many function in addition to provide letterforms for teaching like other visual 
elements, fonts can be used to create a mood, motivate, people and organize information. 
By varying the size, weight and position of fonts, we ca create a hierarchy of inforination 
like color, the selection and use of fonts can greatly affect the user attitude towards a user 
interface. Particular emphasis during the developments of the package was placed on the 
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Chapter 5 System Implementation And Testing 
System implementation is the construction of the system and delivery of that system into 
"production". This phase at time involves some modifications to the previous design. 
System implementation includes building and testing system, which is also called the 
construction phase. Construction phase of the system involves the conversion of the 
system requirements and designs into programs codes. 
5.1 Development Environment 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a system. Using the 
suitable hardware and software can speed up system development or construction. The 
hardware and software tools used to develop and documented the entire system is as 
discuss below: 
Hardware tools: 
• Intel Pentium 300:M1-IZ or higher 
• Minimum 32MRAM 
• 4x CD-ROM or greater speed 
• 
16 bit sounq card 
4"MB SVGA Video Card 
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Chapter 5 System Implementation And Testing 
System implerncntati n i the constructi n f the ' t m into 
"production". This phase at time involves ome modifi ti u design. 
System implementation includes building and te ting t m whi h i al o called the 
construction phase. Construction phase of the sy tern in ol th on ersion of the 
system requirements and designs into programs codes. 
5.1 Development Environment 
Development environment has certain impact on the development of a system. Using the 
suitable hardware and software can speed up system development or construction. The 
hardware and software tools used to develop and documented the entire system is as 
discuss below: 
• Intel Pentium 300MHZ or higher 
.. Minimum 32M RAM 
• 4x CD-R Mor greater speed 
• 16 bit sound card 
• 4M V A Vide Card 
• M use 
• peakcr 
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Software tools: 
Software Usage D serlption 
Microsoft Windows 98 System requirement perating st m 
Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 System development Coding the system section 
Macromedia Director 7.0 System development Coding the learning 
section 
Cool Edit 2000 System development Record and edit the sound 
Microsoft Access 97 System development Develop database 
Adobe Photoshop 4.0 User interface design Image design and creation 
Paint User interface design Image design and creation 
Microsoft Word 2000 System requirement Documentation 
Figure 10 Software requirement 
5.2 Development of Easy Account 
At the initial stage of development stage, I need to corporate with 2 teammates to create a 
multimedia accounting learning package and accounting system. This package use 
Visual Basic 6.0 (VB 6.0) and Macromedia Director 7.0 as main development software. 
5.2.1 Accounting ystem 
EasyAccount appropriately use some of the VB 6.0 features and technology in creating, 
editing, deploying and managing the system. VB 6.0 combines a rich set of database 
connectivity tools, wizards and design; times controls to increate the functionality and 
decrease the development time to build the system. 
At thi ta c, 1 use VB 6.0 to d velop a int nuct two year past year question, eight set of 
accountinu c, er i ·e, help file to let user so irch the vocabulary, and direct po. ting from 
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VB 6.0 was use to develop Easy/vccount duet the f 11 win 
i) Tools to create window application 
VB 6.0 is a visual programming language that enable the d el m nt t rapidly create 
a windows-based application. It provides a complete t f building windows objects 
such as buttons, text boxes, list boxes, scroll bar, etc. 
ii) Easier to learn 
VB 6.0 code is based on the BASIC programming language (Beginners All-Purpose 
Symbolic Instruction Code). This means that the code written in VB 6.0 is easy to read, 
write and understand. Therefore the time needed to learn this language is shorter. 
iii) upport databa e connectivity 
VB 6.0 application can be used to access the database that is built in the Microsoft. 
Access 7. VB 6.0 applicati n will act as a front-end tool for the user to add, m dify, 
delete and view the contents of the database. 
iv) Loading word document 
Word document can be loaded into the VB 6.0 application using the Rich extb 
control. This control can display the accounting notes that created by the Mier so 
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5.2.2 Multimedia Accounting Learning yst m 
Macromedia Director 7.0 use as authoring to I r dev lopin th multim i accounting 
learning section. or this section, I needs to develop 8 et fa ounting l sson out from 
14 entire accounting lessons. 
During developing the system, the principles for these authoring tools are: 
1) Scripting 
The scripting paradigm is the authoring method closest in form to traditional 
programming. The paradigm is that of a programming language, which specifies 
multimedia elements sequencing, hotspots and synchroniz.ation. A powerful object- 
oriented scripting language is usually the centerpiece of such a system in program 
editing of elements that tends to be minimal or non-existent. The scripting paradigm 
tends to be I nger in devel pment time (it may take longer time code an in ividu I 
interacti n), but generally more powerful interactivity is possible. Most scriptin 
languages ar interpreted, instead of compiled, therefore the run time speed btain 
over the authoring methods are minimal. The media handling can vary widely in 
checking out the system with the contributing package formats carefully. 
2) Iconic/ ~low ontrol 
This technique tends to be the speediest in terms of devel pm nt time. It is e t 
uited for rapid pr totyping an short development time projects. In addition, m st of 
the et Is are ptimized f r devel ping computer- ased Training (CBT). he main 
part of this paradigm i the Icon Palette, c ntaining an useful functions r interacti ns 
a pr gf' m, a well ' the ·I w ine, in which indicat ·s r how the ctual link 
between ic n . M re ve the c pr am ff r the sh rt st run time due t each 
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packages, such as Director and Visual Basic are extremely pow rful an th mntim 
is considerably the shortest. 
3) Frame 
The frame paradigm is quite similar to the Iconic/flow ntr 1 
that it usually incorporates and ic n pal rte. H we er in thi digm, the links 
between icons are conceptual and do not always repr ent th actual flow of the 
program. This is a very fast development system although it may require a good auto 
debugging function. On the other hand, the best of these have bundled of compiled 
language scripting. 
4) Cast/Score/Scripting 
This paradigm uses a music score as its pnmary authoring metaphor. The 
synchronous elements are shown in various horizontal "tracks" with simultaneity 
shown via th vertical columns. The true power of this metaphor lies in the ability to 
script the behavior of each of the cast members. In fact, the most popuJar member f 
this paradigm is irector as it i extremely useful in the creation many commcrci 1 
applications. These programs are best suited for animation intensive or synchr n u 
media applications. In addition, they are easily extensible to handle other functi n 
via XOBJs, XCMDs, and DLLs. 
5) Hierarchical Objects 
This paradigm makes use f an object metaphor (like P) that is visually 
represent d by embedded object and iconic propertie . Although the le ming curv 
is n n-trivial the visual representati n bjccts can be very c mplicated, 
Besides Visual asic 6.0 and irect r 7.0 Micros ft Access 7 was use to build up the 
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Microsoft Word 2000 is used to prepare the accounting full not' f r multirn di 
accounting lesson. The powerful tools in Word 2000 make it is .1t l king 
documents. So that, user can read the full notes throu h comput it ut. 
Moreover, Adobe Photoshop 4.0 and Micro ft Paint . ar utif) in th 
EasyAccount. Photoshop and Paint is a tool for drawing nd ditin im s, and create 
animated GIP files. 
5.3 Testing 
Testing is not the first place where faultfinding occurs; perhaps we have seen how 
requirements and design reviews help us to ferret our problems early in the development 
stage. But testing is focused on finding faults, and there are many ways to make the 
testing efforts more efficient and effective. 
5.3.1 Type Of Faults 
After coding the program components, examining the code is to be taken place, to spot 
faults and eliminate them right away. Moreover, if no obvious fault xists, s m 
conditions have to be created where the code does not react as planned. Hence, it i 
important to categorize type of faults. 
1. Hardware and system software faults 
For many systems ome of the hardware and related system s ftware are prescri d 
in the re uirements and the components are designed accordiog to the specifications 
of th se reused r purcha ed programs. or example, if a pre cribed m em is u d 
or communicati ns, the m dem driver generates the commands expected by the 
m dern and re d rnmand receive fr m the m dem. H wever, hardware and 
system s ftware faults can arise when the uppl ied hardware and the system software 
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ii. Timing or coordination faults 
In developing real-time systems, a critical consideration i 
process executing simultaneously or in a carefully d fin 
There are two reasons why this kind of faults is hard to i nti 
is usually difficult for designers nd progr rnmer t 
fin ui )ll f ' ' ml 
unm or 
in d quat . 
""r~~ .. t. First, it 
11 p ible system 
coordination faults occur when the c de rdinarin 
states. Second, because so many factors are inv lved with timing and processing, it 
may be impossible to replicate a fault after it has occurred. 
iii. Algorithm faults 
An algorithm fault occurs when a component's algorithm or logic does not produce 
the proper output for a given input because something is wrong with the processing 
steps. These faults are something easy to spot just by reading through the program 
(called desk checking) or by submitting input data from each of the different classes 
of data that we expect the program to receive during its regular working. Typical 
algorithms include branching too soon, branching too late, testing for the wrong 
c nditi n, rgetting t initialize variables or set loop variants, forgetting to test f r a 
particular condition such as when division by zero might occur), and c rnparmg 
variables o inappropriate data types. 
iv. omputation and preci ion faults 
C mputation and precision faults occur when a formula's implementation is wrong r 
d e not compute the result t the required degree f accuracy. or instance 
combining integer and fixed or floating-point variables in an expression may pr duce 
unexp cted r ults. omctirne impr per use f fl ating-p int data, une: pecte 
truncati n, r rdering f perati ns may r suit in less than a ceptable precision. 
hrou hput or p rforman ·e fault 
hr u 1hpul r p ·rfi rmance fault ccur when the y tern d es not per orm at the 
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time constraints are placed on the system's performanc b th 
requirements, rather than by the need for coordination. 
vi. Stress or overload faults 
The requirement specification usually details the numb r and the 
need for communication in a sy t m, y using thi inf rm ti n th de igner often 
tailors the system characteristics to handle no more than maximum load described 
by the requirements. These characteristics are carried through to the program design 
as limits on the length of queues, the size of buffers, the dimensions of table, and so 
on. Stress or overload faults occur when these data structures are filed past there 
specified capacity. 
vu. Capacity or boundary faults 
Similarly, capacity or boundary faults occur when the system's performance becomes 
unacceptable as system activity reaches its specific limit. For instance, if the 
requirements specify that a system must handle 32 devices, the programs must be 
tested t monitor ystem performance when all 32 device are active. M r over, 
capacity conditions should also be examined in relation to the number f di 
ace sses, the number of interrupts, the number of tasks running concurrcn ly, and 
similar system-related measures. 
viii. Recovery fault 
Recovery fault can ccur when a failure is enc untered and th system does n t 
behave as the d signers desire or as the customer requir s. F r example, if a p w r 
failure ccurs during sy tern pr cessing, the system should rec ver in an acceptable 
manner, uch as restoring all files t their state ju t prior to the failure. For s me 
systems, such recovery may mean that the system will c ntinue full pr c sing by 
u ing a ba kup wer source. F r thee this r c ery mean that th s tern ke p a 
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ix. Documentation faults 
When the documentation does not match what the pr ) m ctunll d , th 
program is said to have documentation aults. fl n, th 
from the program design and provides a very lear 
mm ntati n i v 
f wh t the 
programmer would like the program to do, but the impl em nt ti n th t fun tion is 
faulty. Such faults can lead to a proliferation of thcr f ult 1 t r in th pr gram's life, 
since programmers tend to believe the documentation when xamining the code to 
make modifications. 
x. Standards and procedures faults 
Finally, the code should be reviewed to confirm those organiz.ational standards and 
procedures have been followed. Standards and procedures faults may not always 
affect the running of the programs, but they may foster an environment where faults 
are created as the system is tested and modified. By failing to follow the required 
standards, one programmer may take it difficult for another to understand the code's 
logic or to find the data description needed for solving a problem. 
5.3.2 Unit Testing 
Unit testing includes 3 major stages. First examine the code by reading thr ugh it, trying 
to sp t algorithm, data and syntax faults as w 11 as compare the code with the 
specifications and with your design to make sure that all relevant cases have b en 
considered. Next, compile the c de and eliminate r m ining yntax f ults. in 11 
develop test cases to show that the input is properly c nverted to the de ired utput. 
• tep 1: , aminin th code 
s the de i n de cription help t c de and d cument each pr gram component, the 
1 r r rn mile t th interpr t ti n 
w rd an r ic ur ' wh t the pro tram i · upp cd t 
he d curnentati n e pl in in 
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ask an objective group of experts to review both the code and it do um mt ti n for 
misunderstandings, inconsistencies, and both fault . 
reviews, is of code review, is similar to the requirements nd d esi 'H '' · ew, h r 
are 2 types of code review, a walk-through and an in pc ti n, 
1n a walk through, the code and accompanying docum ntati n i pre nted to the 
review team and the team comments on their corr ctn . During the ' alk-through, 
the atmosphere is informal, and the focus of attention is on the code, not the coder. 
Although supervisory personnel may be present the walk-through bas no influence 
on the performance appraisal, consistent with the general intent of testing: finding 
faults, but not necessary fixing them. 
Meanwhile, a code inspection, originally introduces by Fagan (1976) at IBM, is 
similar to a walk-through but is more formal. In an inspection, the review team 
checks the code and documentation against a prepared list of concerns. 
Inspecting code usu lly involve several step . First, the team may meet as a up 
for an overview of the code and a description of the inspection goal . hen, tc m 
members prepare individually for a second group meeting. Each inspect r studio the 
code and its related documents, nothing faults found. Finally, a group meeting, te m 
members rep rt what they found, recording additional faults discovered in the pr ce 
of discussing individuals' findings. 
Some programmers may feel uncornf rtable with the idea t ha ing t am xamining 
their c de. However, reviews have been h wn t be extraordinarily successful at 
detecting faults and are ften included in an rgaru ti n list m ndatory or best 
practices. he earlier in the devel pment pr cess a fault is spotted the iest and les 
e pen ive it i t c rrect. It i etter t find a pr blern at the mp nent Jev l th n t 
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• Step 2: Proving code correct 
After the component ha been coded, xamin d n r vt 
in testing is to subject the code to scouting in a mor 
• t • m th n xt tep 
~ t e tabli h its 
correctness. For the purpose of unit testing, program i rr ti it impl ments the 
function and data properly as indicated in the design and if it int rfaces properly with 
other components. 
One way to investigate program correctness is to view the code as a statement of 
logical flow. If a program can be rewritten using a formal, logical system (such as a 
series of statements and implications about data), then this new expression can be 
tested for correctness. 
• Step 3: Testing program components 
Proving code correct is a goal to which software engineers aspire; c nsequently, 
much r lated research i d ne to develop methods and automated tools. r f wevcr, in 
the near future, development teams are more likely to be concerned with testing their 
programs correct. 
In proving a program correct, the test team or programmer considers only the c de 
and its input and output conditions. The program is viewed in terms o the classes of 
data and conditions described in the design. Thus, the pr f may not inv Ive 
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5.3.3 Integration Testing 
When individual components arc tested to be workin orr t1 bjectives, 
all components are combined into a working ystem. Thi integr ti n i planned and 
coordinated so that when failure occurs, at least there are ome ideas of what caused it. 
In addition, the order in which components are tested affects the hoice of test cases and 
tools. For large systems, some components may be in the coding phase, others may be in 
the unit-testing phase, and still other collections of components may be tested together. 
This test strategy explains why and bow components are combined to test the working 
system. This strategy affects not only the integration timing and coding order, but also 
the cost and thoroughness of the testing. 
• Bottom Up Te ting 
One popular approach for merging components to test the larger system is cal led 
up testing. When this method is used, each component at the lowest level of the sy tern 
hierarchy is tested individually first. Then, the next components to be tested ar th c 
that call the previously test d ones. This approach is foll wed rcpc tedly unti I II 
components ar included in the testing. The bottom-up method is useful when many f 
the low-level components are general-purpose utility routines that are inv ked en 
others, when the design is object-oriented or when the system is integrating I rge num er 
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I 
B j n 
E 
c j D 
G 
Test E r<« Teat 
~ 8,E,F Teat 
~ 
/ A,8,C,D,E,F,G 
TestF / TestC 
Test G ; 
Teat 
llll> D,G 
Figure 11 Bottom-up Te ting 
• Top-down integration 
This approach i the reverse of bottom-up approach. In this method, the top level, usually 
one controlling component, is tested by itself. Then oil comp nent called by the tested 
components, arc combined and tested usu lur c unit. 1 hi· approach i reapplied until all 
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Test A .... ... 
T t 
A,B,C,D,~ Test A,B,C,D ,... 
Figure 12 Top-down Testing 
• Big-Bag integration 
In this method, all the components are tested in isolation, and then they are all combined 
to test as a final system to see whether the system works. But this method has several 
disadvantages and it is not recommended for any system. One the reason is because all 
components are merged at once making it difficult to find the cause of any failure. 
Another reason is the interface faults cannot be distinguished easily from other types of 
faults. 
Test A 
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• Sandwich integration 
Sandwich testing approach is the combination of bottom-up and top-d wn trat . The 
system is viewed as three layers, just like a sandwich with th t rg t 1 r in the middle, 
the levels above the target, and the levels below the target. A top-down approach is used 
in the top layer and a bottom-up one in the lower layer. 
Sandwich testing allows integration testing to begin early in the testing process. It also 
combines the advantages of top-down with bottom-up testing control and utilities from 
the very beginning. However, it does not test the individual components thoroughly 
before integration. 
TestE 
Test B,E,F ~~---- 
TestF / Test 
A,B,~ 
Test A 
Test G /____.... Test D,G 
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5.3.4 System Testing 
Testing the system is very different from unit and int irntion t stina. nit t tin ft n 
carries out individually, where one ha complete ntr I , h to 
create own test data, design own test cases, and run the te t b Integration 
testing the developer sometimes works on its own, but often oll b r te with a small part 
of the test and development team. However, for system testing, the de eloper works with 
the entire development team, coordinates what the developer did and being directed by 
the test team leader. 
The objective of unit and integration was to ensure that the code implemented the design 
properly, that is the programmers wrote code to do what the designers intended. In a 
system testing, however, it ensures that the system does what the customer wants it to do. 
System Testillg Process 
There are several steps in testing a system: 
i) Function testing 
ii) erf rmance t sting 
iii) Acceptance testing 
iv) Installation testing 
Overall Process 
Initially, the Iuncti n performed by the system i te t . he testing is beginning with 
set f omp nents that were tested individually and then together. A function t st checks 
that the inte rated y tern perf rms its functi n a peci ied in the re uircrnent . 
nee the tc t le m 1 • n inccd that th un ti n w r a ' eci icd, the perf rm nee te t 
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requirements, including security, accuracy, speed and reliability, onstrain th '' m 
which the system functions are performed. 
At this point, the system operates the way the de i ier int nd, his i • 1l ' ifi d 
systems. It is the designers' interpretation f the requir m nt s if ti n. xt, the 
system is compared with the customer's expectation by r i uirements 
definition document. If the system is satisfied then lid t d t m is met, that is the 
requirement have been met. 
The developers, based on their understanding of the system and its objectives, have run 
all of the tests. The customers also test the system, making sure that it meets their 
understanding of the requirements, which may be different from the developers. This 
test, called acceptance test, assures the customers that the system they requested is the 
system that was built for them. The acceptance test is something run in its actual 
environment, but often is run at a test facility different from the target location. For this 
reason, a final installation test may be run to allow users to exercise system function nd 
document addition I problems that re ult from being at the actual site. 
5.3 Testing for EasyAccount 
Unit testing for easyAccount was done during the developing phase, involving th s 
modules related. After a module has been developed, reviewed and verified f r the 
correctness of the result, the module was tested to ensure th t it per tes p cted. 
Meanwhile int grati n testing appr ach was applied uring the devel pment lh 
package. The package was c nstructed and tested in small rgum nts where rrors wer 
ea ier t i late and c rrect. rr r will b c rre t d e re pr cecding t the next 
integration. 
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Chapter 6 
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Chapter 6 System Evaluation and Conclusion 
System evaluation is the process of identifying y t m's IT n 'lh rn :i limit tti n an 
possible enhancements of this project. The cvaluati n t 
those in other disciplines where measurement of key a p ct and 
resources has to be taken and the in ormation gathered c n b u 
the goals have been achieved for productivity, perform n , quali nd ther desirable 
attributes. 
6.1 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
Some problems were faced during project implementation and testing process. The 
inconsistency and bugs in certain development tools and programming languages cause 
most of these problems. Those problem that encountered during these phases are 
explained below: 
i) Huge size of the Director file 
The size of Director files is getting large when sound file is added into the riginal ilc, 
In addition the images that imported into the original file may also caused th size th 
file larger since all the graphics imported are mostly bitmaps and animated imag . he 
situation become worse especially when 1 need to complete 8 chapter of Director les n 
from entire 14 chapter Director lesson. It makes the storage of 8 chapter ace unting 
Director files and it's backup copy a big problem for me. 
Solutiofl to problem I: 
One f the solutions t reduce the size f the file is t enc de the s und files into a l wer 
sample rate r int 8-bit f rmat. This will impr ve the pcm rmance f the wh le package 
as well as makes the sounds appear s fter and the tone appear longer. urtherm r , the 
length f the und file re r a few sec nds nl l minirniz tho ilc 1 . 
l"' r irnagc files, irna re · that ar imp t d ml< ire ·to are converted t r JP 
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ii) Hardware limitations 
This package is developed using a computer with 4M of RAM ind -t 1 ofh di k 
space, which is quite inefficient to d vel p n multim in-l nrnin :)' nd 
accounting system. It uses a lot of memory space. With all th ~ un an unages 
imported, the speed gradually becomes very sl w. It i uit fru tratin rperience to 
deal with but there are no other options. 
Solutions to problem 2: 
The only solution to this is to keep the files small and minimize the amount of memory as 
much as 1 can. For example, all the sprites dragged into the score have to be keeping 
short and control by timing because the longer of score, the more memory it takes and the 
longer it takes to download. 
For Visual basic accounting system, open only the form want to develop and close any 
form that not necessary or not in use. It will minimize the amount of memory need. 
iii) Inexperience and difficulties in choo ing, learning the development technology, 
programming Ian ua e and tool 
There are a lot of software tool, programming language available to develop this learning 
package as our technology is heading into a new era. Since there was no pri r kn wledge 
and every tool has their strengths and weaknesses, choosing a suitable techn I gy and 
tool wa a critical process. 
Beside that, since this package i a c rporation of 3 student and every one assign t 
each part f the package there are a lot f tu ie r garding ach s ftware like 
Macrornedia ir ctor 7.0, Mier oft Visual asic .0 and Mier s Access 7 be re g 
inc ding tage. 
M re ver, thi · pa· u c 1' n11 ace untin 1 r a' 
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provide the lesson for multimedia presentation and full notes for each 1 essc n. me 
need to provide 8 lesson of account, 8 set of exercise regardin f 
past year question, help section for user to find the voca ulr 
revenue statement to balance sheet, it is quite pr sur rm 
't l 't'tin fr rn 
11 fit. 
Solutions to problem 3: 
In order to solve this problem, seeking advises and views fr m pr ~ t upervi or, course 
mates and even senior engaging in similar project were carried out. Besides that, 
discussion among teammates was a great help in solving most of the problems faced. 
Furthermore, surfing through the Internet and visiting the library helped to clarify some 
doubts. A more efficient method was through trial and error during the coding phase. 
iv) Limitations in foot support 
Director has very limited font types. l has to import most of the fancy fonts to be used in 
the program. If the fonts used are not in the personal computer where you use the 
program, then it will replace the fonts with the default fonts in the system. 
Solutions to problem 4: 
One of the solutions is import the font as cast member in the movie. Another s lution i 
creating the projector file for each Director file where the fonts used are in that pers n l 
computer. With this projector file, which computer you open the file; the font will not be 
change. 
v) Undo can be done only once 
One f the weakness in using Direct r and Vi ual asic is that once th pcrati n ha 
been done, there is no way the user can undo it ack uni s it was the last peration done. 
Solutions to problem 5: 
Restrict t make nly ne chan re at any time nd if po si le av id n t using the und 
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6.2 System Strength 
Even though many problems occurred during the dcvclopm nt 
the system has its own strengths and specialtie . m f th 
stressed here: 
a) User friendly and attractive interface 
Easy Account is developed based on Gill such as command buttons, radio buttons and 
drop-down list boxes. With these useful icons together with tool tip, it will allow easier 
access. Besides that, it has a very user friendly and consistent environment that is similar 
to other window applications. This will shorten the learning curve and reduce training 
costs, which include money and time. 
b) Implement Ea yAccount in a multi-u er environment 
To benefit all the users, EasyAccouot will be enable network accessing. This can be 
achieved by using the LAN (local area network) environment. ln a multi-user 
environment, EasyAccount is needed to install nJy in a server and ther machine that ro 
connected to the server can gain the access to the system. Every user has hi /her wn 
account to access the EasyAccount through network system. his is useful f r the 
scho l, which they don't need t install in many computers to allow students to use the 
system. 
c) Documentary movie (di ital movie) 
With accounting documentary and m vies, it enhance stud nt un r tandin with th 
lesson. The format saved in projector files and running in full screen and digital s und, 
Thi ill help the tudents t under tand etter the c ncept and the ry accounting. 
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EasyAccount allow user to interact with three extra activitie thcr than l arnin t4 
chapters multimedia accounting lesson. The additional activiti ' 
year question and accounting system are developed t pr par th stu nts f 
Students can tried out the exercises to know their und r t n m thr ugh th l n. 
Besides that, students can be tested with 2 ct f past year qu ti t f forecast 
question to improve their performance. Moreov r, stud nts al 
system to keep track their data. 
an u th accounting 
e) Language used 
There are many educational CD in the marker but a large number of them are in English. 
This package is developed in Bahasa Malaysia. Consequently, student don't have 
problem in using it as preparation for SPM 
t) ystem Transparency 
The users of EasyAccount will not need to know about the underlying system structure, 
where the database resides th atabase management system and anything related to th 
system design. The users are just required to know how to communicate with the u er 
interface. 
g) Windows platform 
Windows is the most popular and commonly uses operating system in Malay i ven 
though the number of Macintosh users is gr wing. This package is d vel ped t 
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6.3 System Limitations 
EasyAccount is a fully operational electronic learnin yst m, l l 
other system, it has some limitati ns. The foll wing ar th limit ti 
it L iu t lik 
a) Database not encrypted 
Accounting data stored in Easy Account database is not ccure en ugh b cause it is 
stored in a plain text format rather in encrypted format, 
b) Number of exercises question 
The number of exercise question in 2 set versions is not enough for those students very 
hardworking in trying all kinds of accounting questions. 
6.4 Future Enhancement 
The educational package can be further enhanced to obtain a b tter re ult such as: . 
a) Different ver ion of langua e 
Future enhancement for the asyAccount wiJI include different versions of langua e. 
This will enable information and the system to be displayed in the di r nt langu ges 
like English and others. This will broaden the usage of the system. 
b) dd ound 
asyAccount will become better if student input the wr ng answer in exerci e 
section a bit sound would provide t warning th terr r. 
c) More admini trative tasks 
Administrative tasks c n b added t include m re uncti nality t se m int nan 
pr ces . Am ng th feature that mu e in .ludc re multiple mini tr t r t 
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6.5 Achievement of Objectives and Experienced Gained 
The primary goal of this project was to provide an attr tivc multirn din-le min 
for SPM accounting student. The project has accompli hcd this bj ti 11 ' in th 
student learn all the accounting lesson through 14 chapt r n tanding 
through exercises and past year questions. c idc th t, n input the 
accounting data in accounting system and the data will dir ct p tin fr m trial balance to 
revenue statement and finally direct posting the amount to balanc sheet. 
Since Easy Account is develop for multi-user environment, so it will benefit the user. 
Besides, much paper work will be eliminated because electronic form will be used to 
replace the manual form. 
Consequently, l has learned so much from the beginning until the completion of this 
project. Learning itself is an on-going process. Every day, I discovered new things and 
with new problems, it helps me to find the solution and mistake. It helps self-confidence 
and taught me a lot about time management and self-discipline as well as· cing 
independent when you have deal with everything yourselves. 
Throughout the development of this project, l has learned a lot about Director 7, Visu I 
Basic 6.0 and Access 97. It is a great tool or creating multimedia-learning p ck ge. 
Besides that, l can quickly bring my ideas into life because it is an envir nrncnt th t 
inspires new ideas ass we explore it. 
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Conclusion 
With the advent of the advanced multimedia tcchn lo • the du ti n f l ain d 
tremendous advantages by using this new technol gy. n t n w 
to us anymore. There are a lot of educati nal package. ail 
question now is, whether they are suitable and appr priat t ur , or our local 
syllabus. Thus, this project is to develop a multimedia educati nal pack ge strictly based 
on the syllabus approved by the Education Ministry Of Malaysia. 
This paper is the final version of the final year project. This paper exposes to the 
introduction and literature review. Moreover, this paper also emphasizes on the system 
analysis, system design, testing and implementation, evaluation and enhancement as well 
as problems encountered and solutions. 
Lastly, this project has been completed on time with satisfactory quality. However, this 
can only achieve with the guidance of my supervisor, Ms Norizan Mobd, Yazin 
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Appendix A Contents Easy Account 
Bab 1 Pengenalan Perakaunan 
Bab2 Dokumen Perniagaan Sebagai Sumber rckod rnk un n 
Bab 3 Jurnal dan Lejar 
Bab4 Imbangan Duga 
Bab 5 Penyediaan Penyata Pendapatan 
Bab 6 Kunci Kira-kira 
Bab7 Penyediaan Penyata Kewangan Dengan Pelarasan 
Bab 8 Perakaunan untuk tunai dan penyata aliran tunai 
Bab9 Keempunyaan Tunggal 
Bab 10 Tafsiran Akaun Dan Penyata Kewangan 
Bab 11 Akaun Kawalan 
Bab 12 Syarikat Berhad 
Bab 13 Perkongsian Dan Pembubaran Perkongsian 
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Appendix B Modules for Automatic Accounting System 
1. Chart of Account 
The chart of account module allows the user to view the unt n th ir 
respective account ID, account type, dcscripti n. 
2. Specification Journal 
The Specification Journal module has four sub-modules. narn I Cash Receipts 
Journal, Cash Payment Journal, Sales Journal, and Purchas Journal. 
3. General Journal 
The General Journal module handles all transaction that is not included in the 
specification Journal. 
4. Ledger 
The Ledger module automatically shows all transaction posting from Journal. 
5. Debtor 
The Debtor module handles information about the debtors. Information includes 
person to contact, contact address, contact number owed to the company. 
6. Creditor 
The Creditor module handles information about the creditors. information include 
person to contact, contact address, contact number owed to the particular credit r. 
7. Reports 
The Reports module handles trial balance, income statement and balance sheet. 
8. Help 
If students need any help, help section is a best s lution f r them. hey can search the 
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User Manual 
Easy Account is a package that used to teach and guide the student \l ho fo ~ s th Sl 1 
examination. It provides an interactive and interesting way for th . tud nt durin h ir 
study by combining words with pictures, graphics and audio. 
Overview To The User Manual 
This manual contains instruction on how you can make full us of the package. It is well 
organized. ft will cover all the functionality in the package as well as some tips to use the 
package effectively. 
This manual is divided into 3 parts: 
Part 1: Installation guideline 
Part 2: Accounting System 
Part3: Accounting Leaming Section 
Part 4: Administration System 
Part 1: Installation guideline 
For EasyAccount, user just needs to install the Accounting system. Follow the 
instructions given: 
1) Insert the CD-ROM into your CD-ROM driver. 
2) From the Start, click on the [Run] option, typed:\ Setup 
3) Follow the on-screen instruction to install asy/xccount on your computer system. 
After the installation, the setup process will create a program group and the icon to 
start up EasyAccount. 
4) Click on Easy Account icon to start this application. 
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PAKR.J PEM11ELA.JARAN Pli:RAl AUNAN 
~ Slat m Perakaunan 
~ Slstem P mbelajaran 
~ Slstem Pentadblran 
6) From the first screen, select the section that you want to use by clicking at the button. 
7) Click the "Keluar" button if you want to exit the Easy Account. 
8) All the section are listed as below: 
Figure 1: First screen of Easy Account 
Section 





• Provide direct posting from trial balance until to 
balance sheet 
• A useful guidance of how to use the y tern is 
provided. 
• A help system to help students catching the 
vocabulary. 
• ontains 14 chapter accounting le on 
• 2 set of past year qu sti n and I set foreca t 
question are provided 
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Administration System 
• With this modul futui ' maim n n an 
enhancement works v ill b simpl r nd 
consumes less time. 
• A module especially for administ ui )U. 
Table 1: Description ofEasyAccount 
Part 2: Accounting System 
Accounting System is the only section need to install to computer first. With this 
module, student not need to enter data once by once start from journal to balance sheet. 
The system will automatically link the data from journal to ledger, trial balance, finance 
statement and finally balance sheet. 
The first screen for this system is shown below: 
SYSTEM PERAKAUNAN 
Slstem Perakaunan 
Car'CI Penggunaan Slatem 
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Figure 3: The first screen when loading accounting system 
11i Menu Utarni.l lasyAccounl "'[!!ti 
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Part 3: Accounting Learning System 
To use the accounting learning system, it is recommended that you h 
CD-ROM running closed by. So, you may perform the instru tiom gi n , y u t d, 
This manual also contains screenshots of the system to allow ou t more 
understanding of what is being described. 
Below is the first screen of Accounting Learning System: 
SISTl!;M PEMBELA.JAl~AN 
[!.,,] Bahaglan Pembelajaran 
. {~ I Bohoglon lotthan 
~ Bahaglon Noto 
Sahagian Soatan Tahun l•pa1 don 
Ramalon 
Figure 5: First screen of Accounting Learning System 
Learning Section 
• Contain the entire SPM accounting 
syllabus 
• Provide user with interactive learning 
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Exercises Section 
Notes Section 
• Provides exercise, for 14 11 spt r 
accounting lesson 
• 2 set of question nnd us r rn kn w th 
result oner submit th form 
for each 
accounting lesson 
• User can print it out 
Past Year and forecast 
question 
• Prepare the past year question for SPM 
accounting 
• Using the current examination paper 
• One set of forecast question as a guideline 
for student 
Table 2: Description of Accounting Learning System 
For user more understanding about accounting learning system, the first crecn of each 
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Figure 9 : First screen of Past Year and forecast question 
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Figure 8 : First screen of notes section 
._ 1J th•141<11111l1ol.111 I ul1uu I Ulld\ da11111tllldlt111 lUUI ... li'lD 
Bahagian Kertas Peperiksaan SPM Tahun Lepas 
dan Kerta1 Ramalan 2001 
Kertas Peperlkloan SPM Tahvn 1998 
~ Kertas Pepertksaan 'PM Tahvn 1999 
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Part 4: Administration System 
The main menu for Administrator System Section wilt look lik 
of the four menus are summarized below. 
ur 10. Th tun ti ns 
Figure 10: Main menu for Administrator System Section 
Administrator System Section including the following modules: 
• Login 
This is the login dialog box to verify the login I and password entered by the 
teacher where act as administrator. After login succ ssfully, the sy tern 
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Sekyen Pentedbiren EesyAccount ed&leh beh gi n 
penyelengeitean ,Y<'!lng dised1aken untuk guru , kt111n 
Anterenya ialeh terkendung meklumet keputusen 
don lawepen. 
Nama Pentadblr: 
Katalaluan : 1········ 
• Sistem Menu 
In this menu, you can access to Tukar Katalaluan sub-menu, Logout sub-menu, 
Tip and Exit. 
The Tukar Katalaluan screen is shown in Figure 12, to change your old password 
into new password. 
The Tip screen is shown in igure 13 to help you to solve some problem. 
If you click the Exit, then you will terminate the SPM Question Section. 
Figure 11 : System administrator main screen 
, I u• . ..at l<;..,llo)l.llu.a11 ... _ , . ' -- 
Katolaluet1 Lam 
Kataleh.usn lle•u , . 
Mau anK...iv , ...... 1 
OK 
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Figure 13 : Tip screen 
• Maklumat 
In this menu, you can access to Pelajar sub-menu and Pentadbir sub-menu. If you 
select the Pelajar menu, then the following screen will display as Figure 14 . 
• 
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Same as the Pelajar function, the screen for Pentadbir is shown in Fi ur • 4. l 5 . 
[B]IiJ Maklumat Pentadblr WBJ -- 
Figure 15: Sub menu for administrator 
• 
• Latihan 
There have three types of sub-menu which are Keputusan, Pilih Set Latihan, and 
Soalan dan Jawapan sub-menu are shown in Figure 16, Figure 17 and Figure 18 
respectively. 
• 
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Figure 17: Menu for choosing the question 
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2900 Stok skhlr ..._.___, -! 
3400 
• Soalan Tahun Lepas dan Ramalan 
There are Keputusan sub-menu and Set Ramalan sub-menu shown in Figure 20 
and Figure 21 as below. 
Pulangan jualan 100 
Untung kasar 1100 
4600 
Figure 19 : The answer for the exercises question 
e b: 11..atih n 15 
Mo.rkah ya.ng o.ndo. do.pat tolah: 
OK 





















Figure 21: Forecast question for SPM Accounting 
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